
Durability, Elegance, Long-Lasting

®

RETROFIT SYSTEM



Home is where we spend a lot of our time, and naturally we want it to look its best. 
The Permafence® system has been carefully designed to give you the aesthetics your 
garden deserves. With the added features of virtually maintenance free and 25 year 
guarantee, we believe we have the perfect choice for you.

Virtually Maintenance Free
With traditional timber fences being the most common system in the market, they 
never really look their best even with that annual re-staining. The Permafence® system 
requires none of this, and can now be a thing of the past. All it requires is the occasional 
wipe down, if you choose to, and that will be the only requirement to keep it in its 
pristine condition.

Variety of Different Colours
Permafence® is available in 3 different standard colours with 0.55 thickness

Permafence® optional special order premium range with 0.7mm thickness
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Goosewing Grey Merlin Grey Olive Green

BlackButtermilk Cream Dark Oak White
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Option 1
If you have sound concrete posts and gravel boards, why 
replace them? The Permafence® system can be installed 
using existing posts and gravel boards, saving you money.

Option 2
You have your own concrete posts and gravel boards 
already installed but would like the full system? Then the 
Permafence® retrofit system is for you. Fence post covers 
can be slid over the top of the posts, rejuvenating their looks, 
for the complete system. (Trained installers only)

Option 3
This is the option if you are planning a full installation, where 
we come and take your old posts and gravel boards away 
and install new ones, again with the choice of the retrofit 
post covers.

Mix and Match
We want to give you as many options as possible. With seven 
different colour options, you may decide to have the new 
fence panel in one colour and the lattice in another colour. 
There are lots of options to ensure that it blends in with your 
property and its surroundings.

We Offer You Choices
What’s unique about the Permafence® system is that we 
have 3 different options to suit your budget and needs.

All 3 systems give you the choice to use the fence post covers and optional lattice



Professionally Installed 
by Certificated Installers
Permafence® Retrofit System can only be installed through 
a trained and registered installer. They have all signed a 
customer charter, countersigned by our managing director.

They will always turn up on time to pre-arranged site surveys

They will always show their ID badge and quote their registration number upon request

They will be friendly and courteous at all times

They will respect your property

They will answer any technical questions about our Permafence®

They will never put you under any pressure to make a decision to go ahead with a quotation

They will offer you flexible finance if you choose you would like this

They will provide you with an invoice and 25 year guarantee* at the end of the installation

BBA certification of durability in excess of 25 years

100%
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

FREE no Obligation Advice
Technical questions can be handled through our technical department 
or directly from the installer themselves. We are always on hand to 
answer your questions.

Outstanding Value For Money
Surprisingly, you will find that a Permafence® is around the same 
cost as a quality timber fence, but the lifespan of the Permafence® is 
significantly longer with no annual maintenance required.

Why not give us a call now for your
FREE no obligation quotation

Your local Permafence® installer is 

Unit 1 Westway, Cotes Park Ind Est, Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 4QJ
sales@permafence.co.uk     www.permafence.co.uk     01773 304 844

®
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Tested
to Withstand 

Hurricane Wind 
Speeds

ALL VERIFIED


